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Gold Rush Nugget Bucket, LLC. 965 Tyinn St, Unit #4 Eugene, Oregon 97402 Primary Phone: (541) 515-6138 Free: (888) 981-9638 Sitemap Copyright © 2015-2020 Gold Fever Nugget Bucket ® All Rights Reserved. U.S.Patent Pending &amp; U.S. Patent No. 8,646,614 &amp; 8,113,355 CAN Patent No. 2,775,576 Partners with
Herjavec Group website Revolution Design Group Top positive reviewsEvery positive reviews› C. Laird5.0 of 5 starsGreat Design.Reviewed in the United States on November 10, 2016 I took a bucket for a very quick assessment. First of all, the unit is very well made and designed for beautiful storage. The bucket came with additional
practical items such as small gold containers, magnet, tweezers, etc. Based on my previous experience using another process, I can say that your unit is very well designed to capture your gold. I've picked up some paint, but I need to go to more likely places where there's gold. I look forward to future trips using the Nugget Bucket. Your
price is reasonable. Your design of this package is excellent. Thank you. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries Equipment Review - The Gold Rush Nugget Bucket ***Disclaimer*** This review is my opinion and my results may vary from your results. The equipment can be used in a number of ways for multiple results so that
my use may vary from yours. Top positive reviewEvery positive reviews› Lester Mac5.0 of 5 starsGold Rush Nugget Bucket Deluxe reviewReviewed in the United States on March 19, 2017Last week my son and I spent several hours on the river classifying dirt in buckets and then dragging it home to get into the garage. Today we took the
Nugget Bucket to the river and moved the same amount of dirt in about 20 minutes, concentrating it on one pan. In fact, we concentrated a few samples and had time to pan them on the river and got in trouble for not bringing concentrate home for mom! Next week, darling. There is a rhythm in the work cycle around which you should be
realistic. You will spend a minute foaming 3-5 shovels of dirt into the top screen. Next, you will take a minute or two of rinsing that load with a bucket or two of water and cleaning the classifier while the water drains the funnel. Then you will repeat this cycle several times before moving the concentrate: foam, rinse, repeat. It's perfect for
large sampling, but don't confuse it or compare it with, for example, river sluicing production mode. And finally, yes, we found what little gold was in this place, but the bucket was pulling a lot of nice black sand, so I know it worked properly. I like to have everything contained in this 7-pound individual bucket that I can easily carry on my
handle, instead of remembering to gather and fight to carry buckets, classifiers, pans and shovels Gold Recovery Bucket - Episode 617 – 2/13/2015 Gold Rush Nugget Kit only $99.00 One of our favorite outdoor activities happens to be Gold prospecting. I remember the day the Golden Beetle hit me like it was yesterday. I guess we
started out as many weekend prospectuses watching GPAA (Gold Prospectors Association of America) while The Buzzard was still running the show. I met the Gold Miner legend at the Gold Show in Washington state before he passed away, and to say I was hooked could be a huge understatement. Eventually we bought several pans of
different sizes, a case box and of course joined the GPAA, but we had no idea how to use any of it. I must have watched Buzzards' Video How to Use the Golden Pan dozens of times practicing with copper bees before heading to the first claim. The trick with using a gold pan is to classify concentrates to heavier metals using screens of
different sizes. The faster you classify the material, the more gold you're likely to find. Gold Rush Nugget Bucket inventor Mark Peterson will appear on Shark Tank this Friday night with one of the fastest ways to classify gold bearing material ever invented and approved by GPAA. Simply shovel the material into the Gold Rush Nugget
Bucket, add water and a little shaking, and your golden pan at the bottom captures all the gold and heavy materials with zero overload. In the time it takes to classify a single golden pan, you can easily classify a material worth 5 gallons using the Gold Rush Nugget Bucket. Gold Rush Nugget Bucket Reviews before Shark Tank Episode
617 Self featured the Gold Nugget Bucket comes with everything you need, including a gold pan, screens, magnet, scoop and vials for just $99.00 each. Early reviews for this new gold recovery process have been shown to reach up to 90% gold up to 200 networks. Although a very respectable number compared to other methods of gold
recovery, Mark listened to the customer and re-designed the bottom bowl to achieve an outrageous success rate of 99%. Of course, this does not compare to a well-placed case box or excavator, but at the weekend Gold Prospector certainly speeds up the classification process. The fact that you do not need running water compared to
sludge or excavator is another convenience depending on the location, annual time, etc. All in all, this looks like the perfect standalone portable method of gold recovery I've ever seen. In fact, we ended up buying a Gold Rush Nugget Bucket on Amazon while we were doing research for this new shark tank product. We find gold the most
every time we go into perspective, (almost enough to pay for gas) so this is one product I look forward to testing in the very near future. Good luck Mark with this golden opportunity inside shark tank. I can only imagine how many people will catch the Gold Rush after this Episode 617 airs this Friday night on 2/13/2015. Gold rush Bucket's
Bucket's Mark Peterson is from Eugene, Oregon, and his company is the Gold Rush Nugget Bucket. He is seeking a $60,000 investment in exchange for 15% of his company. Gold - everybody wants it. Wars have been fought over this, and it literally makes the social world go round. You used to have to spend hours panning through dirt
in the river to find a gold nugget - too much work and not enough fun. So Mark made it easier and more fun for everyone to find gold, including gold. Gold Rush Nugget Bucket is not your typical scrolling process, as the bucket focuses the ground on a point that makes the scrolling process super simple and fun. The entire assembly fits
neatly into the bucketMark shows grabbing in dirt and water, and then gravity simply takes over as the funnel filters dirt and water. The longer you do this, the more gold will concentrate in the bowl - when you're done, simply remove the bowl, toss the contents in the pan, and now you're ready for a pan of super concentrated dirt. Lori is the
first to ask how Mark came up with the idea, and Mark explains that he took both of his daughters to the river to find some rocks for polishing the rocks. Eventually, they took a five-gallon bucket and some screens, stacked everything on top, and his daughters played for several hours grabbing dirt or water, so Mark knew something was
out there. Unfortunately, says Kevin, most simple locations were unearthed decades ago, so a person should now drag far into the river to find gold. However, Mark explains that a typical person may be able to find gold in home depot sand. Barb is blown away, asking if Home Depot knows about it, and Mark explains that the sand doesn't
have enough to cover the price of a sandbag. This type of gold is actually called Micron Gold, and it pulls a screen that shows the amount of gold that has appeared through various pannings. There is only a amount of trace dust that forms a ring inside the bucket, but the gold is fine enough to float on the surface of the water. Mark also
has a patent on his process, controlling a process that allows the funnel to filter water and dirt or sand. A layer of sand is naturally created, reaching the bottom of the vessel, and then expanding, formed by a formed ring of gold. Mark Cuban asks about the sale, and Mark Peterson forewords that his sales are only online, but he did
$290,000 in sales in the first 17 months. Each unit sells for $99.95 plus shipping and handling, and each sale is about 70% of the profit. Robert points out that people buy a product for their children, and Mark confirms that it is not a toy but a learning tool, and 50% of their purchases are actually confirmed as a gift. Mark Peterson has
invested $192,000 of his own money, which changes the tone of Shark Tank.Barb asks how he could spend $192,000 of his own money when he Margins are so high, while Mark Cuban jokes that he's had to buy lots of bins and screens. The mold actually cost $150,000 for the whole process. The unique parts of the Gold Rush Nugget
Bucket are funnel, two screens, a bowl and a base - Mark actually has two patents issued in the United States. Mark Cuban loves the idea and thinks she's cute and funny, but ultimately, it's not the kind of gold he thinks people pan every day, and he's the first Shark out of the deal. Robert also thinks the idea is cute, but he ultimately sees
it as a hobby, so he's out there, too. Barb says the following, mentioning that a smart little gift is complete and can teach a lot of kids. Unfortunately, she's a customer, not an investor, so barb doesn't work either. Kevin asks if Mark has any aspirations to bring the product to retail, such as Dick's Sporting Goods, but Mark feels it has a
bigger market. He handed the product over to Bass Pro Shops, a fishing shop, but in return heard nothing. Kevin tells the story of one of his neighbors, who wants to put up for gold – this neighbor goes out into the lake with a frying pan and pans for gold, and Kevin thinks he's crazy, but every once in a while a neighbor finds gold and
screams about it. Mark points out that the trip is not about selling gold, but actually finding gold. Lori's idea is adorable, but ultimately it's a children's toy and it's something that might be fun, but since she sees it as a toy rather than a $99 item aimed at adults, she's out of the deal. Robert jokes about putting Kevin's face on the face of a
golden panner on the logo for the Gold Rush Nugget Bucket, but Mark Peterson replies that it would no longer be a child's toy. Robert points out that the longer Mark stays there, the more he likes it. Kevin says the following, saying his idea is so frivolous, silly and mindless, but he actually has merit. Kevin's making an offer of $60,000 in
exchange for 50% of the company. However, Robert thinks Mark will sell a lot of units, but he is not blinded by gold and greed. Robert is extending a $60,000 offer in exchange for 25 percent of the company, and Mark Cuban is urging another Mark to take the job. Mark Peterson asks Robert what his vision is to make a lot of money for
both of us, and Robert smiles and asks if he's joking. Kevin interrupts, saying that Robert will take thousands of buckets in Texas and start panning himself for gold using Gold Rush Nugget Buckets.The whole Shark Tank devolves into light-hearted, benign chaos as Robert runs up and grabs a bucket and starts knocking them out on every
Shark and asking them to join him in panning for gold. However, Robert returns to seriousness and discovers that people will buy the product - it's more like a gift for a geg, however, but this is the most will see in it. Mark Peterson is thinking for a moment, and he's taking an obviously better offer, finding himself a partner in Robert
Herjavac. Shark Tank's production team actually needs a second to place a picture of Kevin's smiling mug in the Gold Rush Nugget Bucket logo, and it seems this whole segment has been a light and benign shark tank segment, which rarely seems to be happening.2018 UpdateGold Rush Nugget Bucket Now in 2018- The After Shark
TankThis is one of shark tank's better stories that will make you feel good , unlike the accident of something like Rolodoc or a product that doesn't work like BufferBit. Gold Rush Nugget Bucket is an incredibly simple product that is impossible to mess up, so it was heart-warming to discover that Amazon reviews came out to incredibly
strong 4.5 stars over 47 different customer reviews. The Gold Rush Nugget Bucket is available for $119.95, although there are only 3 left in stock. Robert and Mark appear to have expanded to the Deluxe edition, which includes a metal folding pan that can be used to discern the contents of the bucket for any potential gold content. Gold
Rush Nugget Bucket also has its own website, offering first-time customers a 10% discount for simply subscribing to the newsletter. Shipping is free in 48 continental states (all except Hawaii and Alaska). All Gold Rush Nugget Buckets are strongly viewed on the website, they went out for a minimum review of 4 stars, although the
difference in these models is simply color. Gold Rush Nugget Kantes are available in pink, camo gold and yellow. It costs the same $119.95 as the Amazon model, and the Gold Rush Nugget Bucket website has resources on the Gold Rush, as well as how to use a bucket and tools to potentially find gold yourself. Yourself.
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